
Organ School, offering something rather more historically worthwhile than Quinn's careful but pedestrian account of the G minor Fugue. This may not be a disc to set the world on fire but Iain Quinn has perfomi.ed an important servi�e in bringing these interesting works into the spotlight in performances which are reliable and worthy and, in the case of the Ropek · Variations, surprisingly absorbing. Marc Rochester 

'The Organ of Buckingham 
Palace Ballroom' 
Bach Passaellglia, BWV582 Dubois Toccata 
Mendelssohn Organ Sonata No.3 N Rawsthome Dance Suite Vaughan Williams Rhosyrnedre 
Joseph Nolan org
Signum Classics®. SIGCD114 (48' • ODD) 

Pulling the stops out at the Palace Having never been en-knighted, en-nobled nor even en-MBE'd, I have never set foot inside 
Buckingham Palace. And a weird superstition prevents me from venturing there as a tourist; I feel it my sworn duty only .to enter when bidden by HM herself. As a result I must express deep gratitude to Joseph Nolan for revealing one of its hidden glories: the 28-stop, three-manual organ by Henry Lincoln (1818)/ Gray.& Davidson (1855)/WiHiam Drake (2002). To look at the specification in the booklet, onel,can see that if, as Ate� Orga's excellent essay asserts, Queen Victoria (for whose residence in Brighton this instrument was originally built) "followed every note with the careful attention of a professed musician", few of her descendants have shown such musical interest; this is very much an instrument of its day �th plenty of solid 16- and eight-foot work an.d a sub-octave coupler designed to bring anything above eightfoot pitch down to more respectable levels. The result is something which, as the Passacaglia and Fugue so obviously reveals, has that near-terminal stodginess which only the most astute musician can sidestep. Nolan is such a musician and, while neither the Bach nor the Vaughan Williams really make for happy listening, the Mendelssohn positively glows; after all it is the only piece here which can claim .some connection with, if not this particular instrument, then at least its setting (the Musical Times reported that Mendelssohn played on an organ in the library in 1842 while Prince Albert and Queen Victoria sang along). Nol� not only draws real sparkle from the instrument, using its unprepossessing resources i:o amazing effect; but turns out a magisterial account 

I of the Sonata's first movement. And while a DanceSuite with strong Yorkshire affiliations (it's based on "Ilkley Moor") by a composer with strong Lancashire ones might seem vaguely out-of-place in these august surroundings, surely Nolan's ebullient last-movement antics' would have amused aid Queen Vic herself. Marc Rochester 
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Schubert dip 
Shortly after the release of 
his Mozart Piano 
Concertos disc with the 
Netherlands Chamber 
Orchestra under 
conduct.:ir Gordan· 
Nikolitch (Pentatone), 
German pianist Martin 
Helmchen was in the 
studio·of Deutsch land 
Radio, Cologne, to record 
a Schubert recital disc for 
the label. The sessions 
took place last October, 
and included the A major 
Sonata, D959, and the 
Moments musicaux, D780, 
and is provisionally 
scheduled for. release. 

Striking a chord 
In early February, Brazilian 
pianist Debora Halasz 
recorded the second 
volume in her series 
dedicated to the 
complete harpsichord 
music of Portuguese 
Baroque composer Carlos 
Seixas. A CO"production 
between Naxos �nd 
Bavarian Radio, the disc 
includes 17 sonatas in 
different tonalities from 
the Calouste Gulbenkian 
Edition. Sessions took 
place anhe Festsaal des 
Reitstadels i.n Neumarkt, 
Germany, on Hala.sz's·.own 
instrument, a historic copy 
of an Hieronymus Hass. 
harpsichord dated 1734. 
Vol 1 in the.pianist's ·seixas 
series was released in 
April 2006. 

Celebratory dance 
Pianist Kathryn Stott 
celebrated her 50th 
birthday and 30 years on 
the concert platform with 
a recording at Pottori Hall 
for Chandos. Entitled 
"Dan�e", the disc is a 
reflection of Stott's '\vide 
taste ir Ymusic from 
around the world ... a 
musical journey 
encompassing South 
American countries, 
Romanran a�d Hungarian 
folk music and dances 
from the Polish mazurka 
to the Russian polka". 
Released in Oct.ober, the 
disc includes music by 
Dvorak, Albeniz, 
Shostakovich and 
Stravinsky, and the world 
premiere of Graham 
Fitkin's Old Styie, 
composed for Stott as a 
birthday present. 

Instrumental Reviews 

It's not jazz as we 
know it but Hamelin 
spins us into a 
glittering wonderland 

'In a State of Jazz' 
AntheilJazz Sonata Guida Prelude and Fugue. Play Piano Play-Exercise No 1; Exercise No 4; Exercise No 5 
Kapustin Piano Sonata No 2 Weissenberg Six Arrangements of songs sung by Charles Trenet. Sonate en etat de jazz Marc-Andre Hamelin pf 
Hyperion ® CDA67656 (69' • ODD) "In a State of Jazz" presents a form of fusion music where the influence of jazz is grafted onto classical fonns. So although Guida, Kapustin and Weissenberg whirl us into heady jazz idioms, their work is notated rather than improvised. As Marc-Andre Hamelin tells us in the opening sentence of his brilliant accompanying essay, "there is no jazz on this recording". Again, all three composers, temporarily stifled by classical nonns and mores, sought a liberation that would send them soaring into what would once be considered alien territory. Weissenberg, for example, claims his 
Sonata in a State of Jazz is fuelled by "intoxication, contamination and madness" while "written in a state of indisputable sobriety". Gulda ("Dead Eye Fred" to his jazz colleagues), too, loved to escape from the confines of Carnegie Hall to the Birdland club in _ . . NewYork,jamming away intothe 'It JS played with sueb small hours an� :laimin� that h� �ad agility and aplomb that left the past to )Olli the vibrant living - • • present and future. All this and much you end up rnesmer1sedmore makes for music that is arguably b 

. b • ., more b1ittle and sophisticated than Y every d,I 
uplifting, but it is played with such astounding agility and aplomb that you end up mesmerised by virtually every bar. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that no other pianist could approach Hamelin in such music. Notes pour and cascade like diamonds from his fingers and he has an inborn flair for the music's wild, free-wheeling melodies and rhythms, for its glittering whimsy and caprice. Doubting Thomases should try the first movement ofKapustin's Second Sonata for crazed virtuoso exuberance and Trenet's "Coin de rue" (cunningly arranged by Weissenberg) for teasing nostalgia: Superbly_ presented and recorded, this is a special addition to Hamelin's towering and unique discography. Bryce Morrison 
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